FAST EnergyCam supported meters

Water Meters (as at 26/11/15)

EnergyCam can be installed on almost all mechanical water meters (maximum 7 digits and 1 decimal digit or 8 digits). For more information about mounting EnergyCam on a meter, see “Supported Meters Overview”.

Due to the structure of individual meters it may happen that not all details of the mechanical counter can be seen on the image captured by EnergyCam. The following constantly updated list contains the manufacturer and type of known supported meters.

Not sure if your meter is supported? Do not hesitate to contact our support team:
http://www.fastforward.ag/eng/support

Aquametro

RUBIN

Badger Meter

Recordall Model 25
Deltamess

Emil Lux GmbH

Invensys

Sensus

MeiStream  MeiTwin  MeiTwin  RPO
Zenner

MNK (Plastik)  MNK (Metall)